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START LINES
BY JT SERVICE

My start line was San José. I grew
up in the quaint neighborhood of
Willow Glen. Way back in the day it
was playfully called Goosetown
because of the large Italia n
population that kept geese in their
backyards. Now Goosetown is just
a great (and I mean GREAT) San
José dive bar that is likely hanging
by a thread through pandemic
policies.
If there was ever a time to Run
Local this is it. We need to step up.
Every local retail business has
been hit hard by the pandemic. But
it’s not just for the sake of
businesses. This is not charity. This
is about history. Uncovering hidden
gems and sharing secrets to the
delight of your book club. You
become the tastemaker.
This issue is all about armchair
exploration leading to eventual
action. While the pandemic kept us
at home, now is the time to
scheme our coming out parties.
When everything is safe use this
guide to learn and find more.
Nooks and crannies and antique
widgets. Discover artisans and
uncover histories not found at the
top of the Yelp reviews. Look
deeper.
Isn’t this zine supposed to be about
running? Sure it is. Now go run to
the Berryessa Flea Market and visit
thousands of vendors making
deals. Run to the dozens of local
restaurants featured in our
neighborhood FUEL section. Run to
local shops including San José
Made, Craft Tile or Arakawa
Pottery. Run Local and find a NEW
WAY to San José.

RUN
SAN JOSÉ SERIES
408k Route / Shamrock Run Route / Silicon
Valley Half Marathon Route
This is our top pick for running routes in
the South Bay, no other selections come
close. Blast some mariachi and bagpipes
in your headphones and run the race
routes of our San José series races. Cruise
by the SAP Center, Santana Row, San
Pedro Square, San José State, Japantown
and more.
https://runlocalevents.com/sanjose-faq/

ALL TRAILS
Our Pick: Coyote Peak and Ridge Trail Loop in Santa Teresa County Park
For an in depth look at the trail system in the Bay Area, check out the All Trails
website. The site is a treasure trove of information on running, biking and hiking
the trails as well as animal observation, wildflower blooms, camping and more.
https://www.alltrails.com

GREAT RUNS
Our Pick: Anything on the Los
Gatos Creek Trail for
reminiscing about the
original SVHM race days
Mark Lowenstein at the
website Great Runs has put
together a huge selection of
routes in the Silicon Valley
area. From the San Francisco
Airport down to Carmel, there
is bound to be a route for
your style and interest.
https://greatruns.com

TRAIL RUN PROJECT
Our Pick: Halls Valley Trail in Alum Rock
If you’re planning on tackling a trail run or
exploring the South Bay trails, check out the
Trail Run Project website. The site is a great
resource for trail levels, maps and elevation
statistics. Information about trails is geared
for running the trails, so bear that in mind if
you’re using the site for hiking information.
https://www.trailrunproject.com

SOURCES Encyclopedia Britanica,
Wikipedia, Pell Center International
PHOTOS AkikoFujita, Gil Garza,
Medium Archives

SYMBOLS OF THE
SAN JOSÉ SERIES

MARIACHI
Mariachi, a small musical ensemble composed of
a variety of mostly stringed instruments. In
addition to referring to an ensemble, the term
mariachi is also used for the individual performer
of the music itself. Mariachi has long been
considered a uniquely Mexican sound,
representing a homegrown tradition that
embraces both indigenous and foreign elements.
The mariachi orchestra emerged in the late 1700s /
early 1800s in west-central Mexico. The word
mariachi may have come from the now extinct
language of the Coca Indians, but both the word’s
evolution and the early history of the art form holds
many unknowns.
The typical instruments of contemporary mariachi
include the vihuela, a five-string guitar; the
guitarrón, a large fretless six-string bass guitar; a
standard six-string acoustic guitar; and violins and
trumpets, which usually play the melody. Trumpets
were not added until the early 20th century.

The traje de charro is a style of dress originating in Mexico
based on the clothing of a type of horseman. Charro outfits
typically consist of tight, decorated pants or a long skirt,
short embellished jackets, silk ties and often worn with a
wide-brimmed sombrero.
Different versions of the charro outfit are ranked based on a
1960 decision from the National Charro Federation. Most
mariachi performers wear a version of a charro outfit called
the “gala version,” which is most often black with silver
embellishments.
One of the most expensive charro outfits ever reported was
in a 1942 edition of the Arizona Republic. The article featured
a gala style charro decorated in genuine silver worth 10,000
pesos, the equivalent of $159,800 US dollars today.
Since 1984, the man they call El Maestro has been making
mariachi musicians around the world look their absolute
best. Jorge Tello, the owner and master tailor of La Casa de
Mariachi in East Los Angeles, treats each suit like a work of
art, carving out intricate patterns, carefully hand cutting
each piece, and sewing his masterpieces with antique
pedal machines for better maneuvering.
Click here for a video from the Great Big Story

Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán is recognized as the
oldest mariachi ensemble. Founded by Gaspar
Vargas in 1898, and still playing to this day with the
reins handed down generation to generation. In
the 1930s, Mariachi Vargas moved from Jalisco to
Mexico City and with it brought the mariachi onto a
bigger stage. With the bandleader Rubén Fuentes
at the helm, the mariachi entered the world of
theaters and stage shows. Hollywood soon called,
or more accurately Mexico City’s studios called
and Mariachi Vargas was picked up. The band
became the face of mariachi to the world,
appearing in more than 200 films throughout the
1940s and ‘50s.

SHAMROCK

What is a Clover?
Clover can refer to any of the
approximately 300 species within the
Trifolium family. The term “trefoil”
describes this family of plants which are
those that have a three-leafed structure.
What is a Shamrock?
A shamrock on the other hand, has more
specific parameters in comparison to the
clover. The term itself comes from the
Gaelic word seamróg, which literally
means little clover. While there is not a
100% consensus, most botanists agree
that a shamrock most likely refers to
either the white clover or the suckling
clover.
More than anything, the shamrock is a
symbol of Ireland and St. Patrick’s Day.
Notably, this symbol has three leaves, not
four. This particular point has to do with
the lore around St. Patrick, a Christian
missionary. The stories indicate that St.
Patrick used a shamrock in his mission to
demonstrate the principles of the Holy
Trinity, three leaflets united by a common
stalk.
By definition a clover only has three
leaflets, a clover with four leaflets is
technically a just a mutated clover. This
mutation is quite rare, and Druids
claimed that a four-leafed clover was a
good luck charm against evil spirits.

ALL SHAMROCKS ARE CLOVERS,
BUT NOT ALL CLOVERS ARE
SHAMROCKS

In early Irish literature, there is little
mention of the shamrock; instead they
use the catch-all term of clover. In English
literature however, the shamrock is first
mentioned as far back as 1571, where one
scholar noted that Irish people ate it.
Up until the 19th century, the shamrock
was largely associated with St. Patrick. It
was only when the republican military
groups adopted the symbol during the
long struggle for independence that the
shamrock became synonymous with
Ireland. In 1801 the Act of Union brought
Ireland under British rule and in the same
way that the rose was England’s national
symbol, the leek was Wales’ and the
thistle was Scotland’s, the shamrock
became Ireland’s default symbol.
From there, the popularity of the
shamrock symbol grew and grew, and
was featured in songs, art, stories,
fashion, architecture and more. Today,
the shamrock symbol has been
registered as a trademark by the Irish
government.

Despite it’s deep rooted ties to the Emerald Isle, the shamrock is not the official
national symbol of Ireland, that honor goes to the 12-string harp.

SILICON
Why is Silicon Valley called Silicon
Valley? Silicon is a metalloid, atomic
number fourteen with an atomic weight
of twenty-eight. The uses of silicon are
varied, silicone grease can be used to
lubricate a Rubik’s cube in order to make
it spin fast enough for use in a “speed
cubing” competition, silica gel packets
are heavily relied upon to keep moisture
out of packaging and silica us even used
as a food additive. None of these uses
explains why a tract of California is
named after silicon.
Silicon Valley is called Silicon Valley
because of sand. As a term it first
appeared on the cover of the January 11th
edition of Electronic News Magazine in
1971. Don Hoefler, a journalist for the
publication, had titled a three part series
examining the history of the
semiconductor in “Silicon Valley USA.”
The term rapidly became associated
with technology, in such a way that the
two are now almost inseparable.
But back to sand, there is a reason why
Hoefler chose to title his articles on
semiconductors after silicon. In 1971,
many companies manufacturing
computer chips were either operating or
headquartered in the region and the first
ingredient in the manufacturing process
of computer chips happens to be - sand.
Silicon Valley takes its name from the
large population of companies doing
this work, headquartered or operating in
the San Francisco Bay Area. As with most
technology terms, it evolved and stuck.
Eventually the name coming to be a
representation of the entire technology
industry, due in part to a large influx of
similar companies to the Bay Area
during technology booms following 1971.

“The rationale was simple
enough: These revolutionary
semiconductors are made in a
valley, from silicon - not silicone,
please - the second most
abundant chemical element on
Earth. How was I supposed to
know that the term would be
quickly adopted industry-wide,
and finally become generic
worldwide ?”
Don Hoefler, 1981

THE URBAN SKETCHER
Urban Sketches are drawings done
on location, through direct
observation. The sketches are a
record of a particular time and
place, captured with the intent of
sharing the experience through the
sketches.
Suhita Shirodkar is an Urban
Sketcher and author based in San
Jose. Suhita sketches vintage neon
signs in order to record a fastvanishing part of the city’s beauty
and history. Suhita sketches signs as
they stand today, more often
forgotten and falling apart, yet quite
beautiful.
Suhita’s book Sign of the Times
contains over 80 sketches of vintage
neon signs sketched over five years
in San Jose. This great collection is
annotated with stories about many
of these fading beauties.

A SIGN OF THE
TIMES
SOURCE Wikipedia, UrbanSketchers.org
PHOTOS & TO PURCHASE SUHITA”S
BOOK VintageSignsSanJose.com

“There is something
special about sketching as
visual reportage. Standing
on street corners, I record
what I see and capture a
raw, unedited firstresponse. I hope that
seeing these signs as
works of art changes how
they are viewed by us: that
they become interesting,
beautiful, and perhaps
even worth preserving.”

THE MYSTERY OF THE
FRUIT COCKTAIL
Fruit cocktail has been a staple of the canned fruit
industry since the 1940s. The combination of pears,
grapes, peaches, pineapple, syrup and bright red cherry
halves was one of the most popular products for San
José based Del Monte.
It is generally agreed that the fruit cocktail was
developed as a way to make use of the fruit scraps left
when bruised or damaged fruits could not be used in
canning. But the exact origin of the fruit cocktail, remains
a mystery.
Here are the contenders:
•
Canner J.C. Ainsley of Campbell began marketing a
product called “fruit salad” in 1893 under the Golden
Morn label. According to the Campbell Historical
Museum, the fruit salad contained cherries and
various diced fruits, but the product was never
officially called fruit cocktail.
•

In a 1958 article titled “100 Years of Canning in the
West,” Herbert Gray of the San José Barron-Gray
Packing Company is credited with the invention of
the fruit cocktail in 1930. Gray affirmed this claim in
an interview with the San José Mercury News in 1969.

•

Over on the academic field, the Food Science
Journal credits Dr. William V. Cruess, a professor at
UC Berkeley from 1911 until 1954, with the invention of
the fruit cocktail.

•

Del Monte plant workers claim that the fruit cocktail
was invented on site at Plant #3 on Auzerais Avenue.
The Fruit Cocktail premiered under the Del Monte
name in 1938 and was introduced to consumers as
“a stylish dessert suitable for formal dinner parties
and entertaining.” Plant #3 produced fruit cocktail
continuously from 1941 until the plant’s closure in
1999.

Mark your calendars, May 13 is National Fruit Cocktail
Day.
th

Photo of Del Monte Plant #3 from a John C Gordon panoramic
photo circa 1932. Original photo is located at San José State
University Special Collections.

Photo of Del Monte Plant #3 circa 1980. The photo was taken
from the West San Carlos bridge over the Southern Pacific
Railroad tracks. In the foreground is Warehouse #2, built in 1932
and housed the labeling machines.

The Ainsley Cannery, founded by
John Colpitts Ainsely, was active from
1894 to 1934. The cannery was
located along the railroad tracks
north of Campbell Avenue.
In 1895, the cannery completed the
canning of 200,000 cans of apricots,
75,000 cans of peaches and 120,000
cans of pears.
SOURCES Encyclopedia Britanica,
Wikipedia, San José History Online

ON THE RADIO

SOURCES Encyclopedia
Britanica, Wikipedia, San
José History Online, Atlas
Obscura

San José is home to the world’s first broadcasting
station. Although, the first US radio station to
officially get its broadcasting license was KDKA in
Pittsburgh, PA, Charles Herrold, an inventor and
tinkerer with a number of patents, began to use the
radio to broadcast regular programs to listeners in
San José as early as 1909.
The in-home radio receiver had not been mass
marketed yet, so Herrold’s audience was small,
mostly hobbyists with self-built crystal radios.
Nonetheless, Charles, his wife Sybil and his
assistant Ray Newby went on the air with Little
Ham’s Radio Program every Wednesday evening.
Herrold and his team at Station FN stole wattage
from the street car line to power his “Arc Fone”
transmitter. Station FN took requests for songs over
the phone and would broadcast weather reports,
news and commercials on a regular basis. Herrold
would announce his broadcasts in local
newspapers beforehand, and start them off with
the words “This is San José Calling.”
The regular broadcast continued until World War I
broke out in 1917. At that time, experimental radio
activity was banned. After the war, when the
Commerce Department began issuing
broadcasting licenses in 1920, KDKA was the first to
get its application approved. Even though Herrold
did not manage to get a license for KQW in San
José until December of 1921, he had already
established himself as the father of regular
broadcasting more than a decade earlier.

Charles Herrold and his assistant Ray Newby circa 1910. Photo
from Wikipedia / Public Domain

Though the Station FN relaunched after the war under
the new callsign of KQW, new inventions soon outpaced
their transmitting power. Herrold was forced to sell KQW
in 1925, and sadly never regained his earlier
momentum. Herrold died nearly unknown.
Nevertheless, KQQ lived on. Today, the station is known
as KCBS.

Plaque commemorating
world’s first
broadcasting station is
located at 50 Fairmont
Plaza, San Jose.

AND NOW BACK TO OUR
REGULARLY SCHEDULED
PROGRAMMING

ONE MAN’S TRASH
IS ANOTHER
MAN’S TREASURE

SAN JOSÉ FLEA
MARKET
In 1959, while working in the solid
waste and landfill business, George
Bumb had an idea. There had to be
a profitable way to keep the
perfectly usable items he saw
tossed out from ending up in the
landfills. Heading of the success of
swap meets that were popping up
in Los Angeles, Bumb headed south
to research just how these SoCal
meets were operated.
Bumb studied the L.A. swap meets
and saw room for improvement. He
created a concept which included
individual merchant stalls and the
ability to offer vendors on-site
storage during the week.
In March 1960, with a meager
investment, the San Jose Flea
Market opened on farmland on
Berryessa Road, a narrow country
lane surrounded by orchards. The
first office, built and staffed by
Bumb, housed the only restroom
and limited snack bar.
Opening day of the market boasted
a total of 20 sellers and 100
customers
Sixty years later, and the Bumb
family- owned San Jose Flea Market
spans more than 120 acres with an
average of 6000 vendors per week.
The single snack bar has expanded
to more than 30 stations featuring
everything from corn dogs to tacos.
There are eight miles of dedicated
vendor booth space which more
than
4 million visitors walked through in
2019.

SOURCE Wikipedia
PHOTO Alec Villareal

DISCOVER

SPOT THE STATION
Watch the International Space Station pass overhead from several thousand
worldwide locations. It is the third brightest object in the sky and easy spot if you
know when to look up. Visible to the naked eye, it looks like a fast-moving plane only
much higher and traveling thousands of miles an hour faster.
www.spotthestation.nasa.gov

NATURAL SOUNDS &
NIGHT SKIES
America’s national parks contain many
cherished treasures. Among them are
captivating natural sounds and awe-inspiring
night skies. The joy of listening to the quiet
symphony of nature and the wonderment of
seeing the Milky Way stretching overhead are
unique experiences that can be found in
many of our national parks. Looking at a
naturally dark night sky composed of a
complex ecosystem is infinitely better than
dark screen mode. Consider closing your eyes
and getting away from the screen for a while
while listening to high-grade recordings from
several national parks over at the National
Park Service’s site Natural Sounds and Night
Skies Division.
www.nps.gov/orgs/1050/index.htm

ARMCHAIR
EXPLORATION
Which scientific landmark in San Jose
moonlights as a mausoleum? Where
can you find sacred street food? What’s
the real story behind Sarah Winchester’s
mysterious house? Find the answers to
these and other questions you didn’t
know you had in Secret San Jose: A
Guide to the Weird, Wonderful, and
Obscure.
Whether you are a lifelong San Jose
resident, new transplant, or first-time
visitor, local writer Cassie Kifer will
introduce you to quirky and beautiful
places and share stories about the city
that never get told.
10% of proceeds from all books
purchased on this site will be donated to
Second Harvest of Silicon Valley. Their
work is needed now, more than ever, to
help local families struggling in the
pandemic get access to healthy meals.
https://secretsanjose.com

FUN

INTERNET ARCADE
The Internet Arcade is a web-based library of arcade (coin-operated)
video games from the 1970s through the 1990s. An astounding 900
games have made avilable for you to play right in your browser. The
software is hostef by the Internet Archive as part of its quest to
preserve computer history. There are no glossy instructions, so you wil
need to figure some things out on your own. The basics are simple
though: press “5” to insert coin, and press “1” to choose a single player
game. Your arrow keys will move you around and the ALT key is
typically the action button.
www.archive.org /details/internetarcade

PRIMITIVE
TECH
Primitive Technology is a
hypnotic, wordless series of
videos filmed by a man in the
woods in Australia making
things. From a fired pot to a tiled
hut, all made by hand with no
modern toold. Pro tip:
descriptions of the process are in
the subtitles, but be warned,
you’ll lose the zen factor of it all.
www.youtube.com/channel

DOODLES
Celebrated children’s book author and illustrator Mo Willems has been
hosting a series of “Lunch Doodle” sessions on the Kennedy Center’s
YouTube channel. The author of dozens of beloved children’s books is
making art accessible to kids and bid kids at home who are in need of
a little mental stimulation.
www.youtube.com/hashtag/molunchdoodles
Celebrated British children’s book author and illustrator Rob Biddulph
has been hosting a series of “Draw with Rob” videos on his website. The
author of dozens of children’s books instructs his viewers on how to
draw characters from his books.
http://www.robbiddulph.com/draw-with-rob

FUEL

Photo by Jeswin Thomas

As many of our favorite South Bay
restaurants transition to takeout and
delivery options, we decided to create a
quick list of the businesses that offer these
options.
Make sure to check online availability before ordering, as various changes
may have occurred since this list was generated. This list was generated with
the help of Yelp and The Infatuation.

55 South

71 Saint Peter

Craft cocktail bar
that houses one of
the largest whiskey
selections in the Bay
Area. The food menu
compliments the
wide variety of
cocktails.

Specialty drinks and
craft comfort Italian,
French and
American foods
made fresh from
locally sourced
ingredients.
Delivery & Takeout

Takeout Only

Adelita’s Taqueria

Almaden Sushi

This authentic
Mexican restaurant
has been family
owned and operated
since 1998. There’s a
decent variety of
vegan and
vegetarian options
available as well.

Family owned and
family friendly sushi
restaurant with a
very extensive roll
menu.
Takeout Only

Delivery & Takeout

Amato Pizzeria

Angelou’s
Mexican Grill

Craving a good dose
of garlic, try this
family owned and
operated pizzeria
since 2003.

Features a variety of
made from scratch
California-Mexican
dishes. Breakfast,
lunch and dinner
menus available.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Antipasto’s by
DeRose

Back A Yard

This New York style
deli has been family
owned and operated
for over 25 years.
Wide variety of
sandwiches,
homemade raviolis
and more, all made
with love.

Back A Yard’s cuisine
is mainly Jamaican,
but they have plenty
of Caribbean and
American style BBQ
options to select
from as well.

Takeout Only

Delivery & Takeout

Bijan Bakery

Bill’s Café

Bijan and his family
have been creating
elegant European
pastries, cakes and
croissants since
1986. This place is not
for the butter averse.

This café has been
serving breakfast
and lunch to San
Jose communities
for over 30 years.
Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Black Sheep
Brasserie

Blue Mango

You’ll find a hearty
selection of wines
and craft cocktails
served alongside
French cuisine with a
California twist in this
South Bay favorite
spot.

Classic Thai eatery
with dozens of
vegetarian options.
The restaurant offers
a sushi menu as well.
Delivery & Takeout

Takeout Only

Cha Cha Sushi

Clandestine
Brewing

No frills sushi spot
offering specialty
rolls plus an array of
classic Japanese
entrees.

Founded by local
home brewers , this
beer producer offers
crowlers to go.
Online Ordering & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Culinary Corner
Bistro

Cup & Saucer

Specializing in small
plates, pho noodles
and rice plates all
crafted with unique
pan-pacific flavors.

Opened in 1990, this
down home diner
serves classic
American fare. The
breakfast menu is
available all day.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

JT’s Personal Recommendation:

Bill’s Café has 10 great locations in the Bay Area, mostly serving the
South Bay, and all family owned. The entire menu is fantastic with
some amazing entrees such as the Chilaquiles. Don’t forget to try a
breakfast cocktail, ba-zing!

Danbi Korean

Eat Eat Crawfish

Family run
restaurant serving
Korean BBQ, stone
pot and other
homestyle dishes.

Serving a variety of
boiled fresh seafood
such as Dungeness
crab, shrimp,
mussels and of
course, crawfish.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Enoteca La Storia

Falafel’s Drive In

Inspired by rustic
Italian tasting rooms,
this restaurant offers
Classic Italian fare
paired with Italian
wines.

Opened in 1966, this
heart of San Jose
spot has been
serving Middle
Eastern and
American favorites
ever since.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Famous Lao
Papaya

Funny Farm

This Lao cuisine
restaurant prides
itself on their
handmade noodles
and authentic
homestyle dishes
made from scratch.

Classic comfort
foods served with a
quirky twist. You’ll
find everything from
burgers, melts, to
hand crafted
specialty espresso
drinks and
smoothies.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Giorgio’s Italian
Restaurant

Go Fish Poke Bar

Casual family owned
eatery serving up
large pizzas and
Italian comfort
favorites.

Specializing in poke
and temaki sushi
rolls, this spot has
endless
combinations of
both, all made with
fresh and
homemade
ingredients.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Gunther’s

Habana Cuba

Hearty breakfasts
and German inspired
lunch and dinner
fare are served in
this family owned
establishment.

Traditional Cuban
and Spanish dishes
are served in this
festive downtown
cafe.
Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Henry’s Hi-Life

Iguana’s Burritozilla

Since 1950, this
beloved San Jose
joint has been
serving dry rub, hot
smoke BBQ
specialties.

Family owned and
operated since 1994,
this is the official
home of the five
pound burrito.
Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Jack Holders

John’s of Willow
Glen

Family friendly
tavern serving all
day breakfast and
classic American
comfort fare.

Opened in 1976,
John’s serves Greek
and Italian family
recipes along side
American burgers
and omelets.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Jon Jon’s

Kyusu Burmese

Opened in 1995, this
family owned walk
up trailer has been
serving southern
style slow smoked
BBQ plates and
sandwiches.

Family owned
restaurant serving
traditional Burmese
dishes such as yam
leaf and goat stew.
Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

JT’s Personal Recommendation:

Gunther’s Chocolate Chip Cookies are absolutely amazing,, bordering just between an actual cookie and freshly made cookie
dough .

La Catalana

Luna Mexican
Kitchen

A taste of Spain via
tapas, paella and a
wide variety of
Catalonian wines.

Authentic Mexican
cuisine made with
clean ingredients
and based on the
trinity of ingredients:
corn, chiles and
beans.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Main Street
Burgers

Mesquite & Oak

Braveheart beef
ground daily and
served on custom,
fresh baked buns
with local produce.
The hand scooped
thick shakes are
some of the best in
the Bay Area.

Family owned and
operated serving
Texas style BBQ
plates and sides.
Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Minato

Paesano
Ristorante Italiano

No frills sushi, udon,
katsu and more at
this Japantown
restaurant. Bourdain
visited the spot in an
episode of Parts
Unknown.

This quaint
restaurant in Little
Italy serves
traditional Italian
and Sicilian dishes.
Takeout Only

Delivery & Takeout

Park Station
Hashery

Pastelaria Adega

Laid back eatery
serving breakfast
through dinner
American comfort
staples.

Bakery serving up
sweet and savory
Portuguese pastries
as well as traditional
wheat, corn and rye
breads baked fresh
daily.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Poor House Bistro

Straits

Opened in 2006, this
converted home has
been serving
authentic New
Orleans grub and
tasty cocktails ever
since.

Serving shareable
plates of Singapore
cuisine, which blends
flavors and
ingredients from
Malaysia, Indonesia,
India and China.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

Strike Brewing
Company

Tee Nee Thai

Started in 2008 over
a dare to make a
better beer and
officially opened in
2011 with their
Session Series
Blonde, now you can
find Strike Beers in 13
Bay Area Counties.

Family owned
restaurant serving
traditional Thai and
curry dishes made
with local,
sustainable organic
ingredients.
Delivery & Takeout

Online Order & Takeout

Teske’s Germania

The Happy
Hooligans

Solid German cuisine
and plenty of beer
served in an oldfashioned Bavarian
style restaurant
complete with a beer
garden.

This cafe serves
made to order
American and
Mexican vegan
dishes and
smoothies.
Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

The Table

Yuki Sushi

This restaurant
serves
contemporary
American cuisine
with a focus on
seasonal and local
ingredients.

JT’s Personal
Recommendation:
Family owned and
operated for over 20
years. This spot
serves inventive
nigiri, sashimi and
rolls.

Delivery & Takeout

Delivery & Takeout

SHOP
SAN JOSE MADE
Founded in 2011, San José Made has been
helping creative small businesses grow their
brand in San José and the surrounding Bay
Area. Today, the online site features over 2,000
products made by San José, Bay Area and
California based artists, makers and designers.
www.sanjosemade.com

HANDCRAFT TILE
Founded in 1926, Handcraft Tile is the oldest tile
manufacturer in California and one of only a
handful of tile manufacturers in the United
States that pre-date World War II. Handcraft
Tile began as San José Tile, with a factory on
South 18th Street near Coyote Creek. Around
1931, the company moved to a location in
Milpitas and the name was changed to
Handcraft Tile. The company operated out of
the Milpitas Main Street location for over 73
years. Today, Handcraft Tile is still making by
hand tile and you’ll find their small
manufacturing facility and showroom in
Livermore.
https://handcrafttile.com

ARAKAWA POTTERY
All pottery pieces from Arakawa are handmade
by Thomas and Kathy Arakawa. Unlike the
dozens of big tech companies that surrounds
their studio, Arakawa is made up of a four
person team. Check out the Arakawa blog for
an in depth look at how each piece of pottery is
made in their studio.
https://ikebanavase.com/blogs/news/ourpottery-making-process

ART

Lace up and discover dozens of street art locations in San José with the help
of maps by MASA. You can help the site stay up to date by uploading photos
of new art work.
www.findmasa.com/city/san-jose

Unknown @ 350 South 1st
Street
Unknown @ Downtown San
Jose
Unknown @ 493 South 1st
Street
Stef Azevedo @ 493 South
Market Street

Unknown @ 760 South 1st
Street
Unknown @ Downtown San
Jose
Unknown @ 386 South 1st
Street

Roxy & Matt Ortiz @ Central
San Jose

FINISH LINES
BY AARON JACOBSEN

It’s been a while since you’ve been able to hit a finish line, smile for the photographers, grab that
medal, and collect the little packages of salty and sweet snacks. Much longer than any of us
thought last March.
For those of us working in the running industry, one of the things that happens is you stop racing
nearly as much as you used to. It isn’t really the finish line I miss - it’s the start. Every race is a goal.
A perfect goal setting package of date, distance and time. I love goals even more than I hate New
Year’s resolutions.
It’s easy to think back on big races and remember the finish line feeling but it’s the start line nerves
that get us going when the alarm goes off on a rainy dark winter morning. February is one month
into the year and one race into the San José Series. Thankfully New Year’s resolution season is over
but goal setting season is year round.
Whatever your finish line is. Wherever your finish line is. Set a goal. Make a plan. And start.
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